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ABSTRACT 
Classes of outer inverses are used to create new partial orders and unify the 
classification of some of the old partial orders. These classes are then compared with 
those obtained by using g-inverses (inner inverses). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A fundamental problem in matrix theory is that of creating partial orders 
on the set TX” of m x n matrices over a field PI A second and related 
problem is that of inducing new partial orders from old (i.e. given) partial 
orders. 
A few standard partial orders are known in the literature, such as the 
Loewner or positive semidefinite partial order <L , the star order < *, and 
the minus order <- , and these have been studied extensively in the past 
decade. Recently several related orders have been introduced, such as the left 
and right partial orders as well as the sigma order etc. [I, 2, 13, 151. 
In a recent paper [16] Mitra investigated the relation A <F B defined by 
A <F B if A-A = A-B and AK= BA- (1.1) 
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for some A- in S(A), where F(A) L {A-) is a subset of g-inverses of A. 
This relation was studied in the context of a chosen map 
A *g(A) (1.2) 
from TX” to 9(9” x “‘1, the power set of 9” “‘, mapping arbitrary matrices 
A to a subset of g-inverses of A. Recall that a g-inverse (inner inverse) of A 
is a solution X of the matrix equation AXA = A. 
In particular, conditions were given under which A -c~ B will be a 
partial order. This relation was further used to study and unify the various 
generalizations of the minus partial order. This method of constructing partial 
orders is quite powerful, but does not include all the partial orders induced 
by using inner inverses. 
We need the following definition and notation. The notation is an 
expanded version of the one given by Ben-Israel and Greville [3]. 
DEFINITION (g-based partial orders). A partial order < on Y” ” is 
said to be F-based if there exists a map g as in (1.2) above so that < F isa 
partial order and for a pair of matrices A and B comparable in either order 
Consider the following equations: 
(1) AXA = A, 
(2) XAX = x, 
(3) (AX)* = AX, 
(4) cXA1* = XA, 
(5) AX = XA, 
along with two conditions 
(6) 4x1 c-dA.X), 
(7) &X') c.d(A'X'), 
where .M(*) indicates the column span (range). Equations (3) and (4) require 
a complex field ‘8 with routine modifications in the real case. Equations (51, 
(61, and (7) are valid only for square matrices. 
NOTATION. For a matrix A of defined on an appropriate field z and of 
dimension commensurate with the conditions involved, let A(l,6} denote the 
set of matrices X obeying conditions (1) and (6). In general, wherever 
meaningful, for a subset 9 of the set of first seven integers the set of 
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TABLE 1 
SOME WELL-KNOWN .Y-BASEDPARTIALORDERS 
Name of the 
partial order .%A) Reference 
1. Minus AfIl 12, 9, 171 
2. star Ail, 2,3,4} or Ail, 3,4} 141 
3. Sharp A{l, 6,7) or A{l, 5)” 1131 
“If rank A = rank A’; otherwise 5?(A) = 0. 
matrices X obeying the conditions represented in 9 will be denoted by 
A{P}. A matrix X in A(9) is called an Sinverse of A and denoted by ACg). 
The minus order, star order, and sharp order are each a g-based partial 
order as shown in Table 1. 
The index of a matrix A is the smallest positive integer d such that 
rank Ad = rank A”+’ 
A matrix obeying the condition rank A = rank A2 is thus of index 1. Matrices 
of index I are also known as core matrices. 
We shall have occasion to refer to the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A <- B, 
(b) B = rank A + rank(B - A), 
Cc> B{l) c AIlI. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is due to Hartwig [7], and that of 
(a) and (c) due to Mitra [12]. n 
In this note we shall first briefly examine the question of creating new 
partial orders, and then investigate the partial orders that can be induced by 
selecting suitable subsets of outer inverses of a matrix B, thereby reversing 
the dominant role in A <- B from A to B. This will then be contrasted with 
the partial orders induced by Z?( A). 
2. NEW PARTIAL ORDERS FROM OLD 
Two standard ways of inducing new partial orders from old is to use 
intersections and direct sums. Indeed, if <k are partial order on TX” for 
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k = 1,2,. . . , then it is easily seen that their intersection will also be a partial 
order. That is, the relation 
A N B if A <k B for all k = 1,2. . . 
is a partial order on TX n. 
For example we may take c1 to be the minus order and <s the 
Loewner order, and define 
A <-L B if A <- B and A <L B. (2.1) 
On the other hand, suppose A = @ ,rl 1 Ai is a direct sum decomposition of 
A •9-+“~“, and let nj = (Ai; all A E F”‘). Thus lli comprises the ith 
component of every matrix A E r” n as defined by their unique direct sum 
decomposition. Now if <i is a partial order on nj, then we may induce a 
partial order on Yx n by defining 
A =s B if Aj <i B, for all i. 
Again the proof is easy. 
As an example we may take the core-nilpotent decomposition of a square 
matrix, A = C, G3 NA, where C, is core, NA is nilpotent, and C, NA = 
NACA = 0. In this case l’l, = Core, the set of all n X n core matrices over-x 
and l-l, = Nil, is the set of all nilpotent n X n matrices over 97 We define 
the C - N partial order by 
A<‘“B if C,<#C,and NA<-Ns, (2.2) 
where <# is the sharp order on Core [IS] and <- is the minus order on 
Nil. 
Let us now demonstrate that the partial order defined in (2.1) cannot be 
induced by a set F’(A) f o inner inverses of A. Indeed, suppose c-L is 
s-based, and for a pair of matrices A, B, A # B and some A-E g(A), 
A-(B-A)=0 and (B -A)A-=O. 
This implies A-(C -A) = 0 and (C - A)A-= 0, where C = 2A - B. 
Since A- is in F(A), we conclude that A c-L C, which is impossible, as 
C - A = -(B - A) cannot be positive semidefinite. The demonstration is 
now complete. 
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Consider now the C - N order of (2.2). We begin by observing 
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be in TX,. Then 
A<“” B 2 A<- B. (2.3) 
Proof. (2.3) is trivially true if C, = 0. Suppose without loss of generality 
that 
u 0 
B= 0 7) [ I 
where U is invertible and 77 is nilpotent. Then (2.3) implies that 
This means that 
0 0 
and NA = o c , [ 1 
with V <# U and &’ <- 7. Hence rank (B - A) = rank(U - V) + ranMq - 
&’ ) = rank U - rank V + rank n - rank 5 = rank B - rank A, as desired. 
See Lemma 1 in this connection. n 
Let us now show that the C - N order is also not g-based. As a 
counterexample consider the following matrices. Let 
A=[_! _i _i i] and B=[i i i i] 
Then both A and B are nilpotent. This implies that A = NA, B = Ns. 
Further, rank B =’ rank A + rank(B - A), which using Lemma 1 shows that 
AC-B * A Cc” B 
Suppose now that cc” is g-based and that 
A-(B-A)=0 and (B - A)A-= 0 
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for some A-E Y??(A). This implies A-(K - A) = 0 and (K - A)A-= 0, 
where 
Since A- is in .F( A), we conclude that A cc” K, which is impossible, as the 
following argument will show. Observe that 
3 = rank K > rank K 2 = 2 = rank K 3. 
Thus the matrix K is of index 2, the core part C, of K is of rank 2, and the 
nilpotent part NK is of rank 1. Since C, is null, the core part of K does not 
create any difficulty. However, both NA and NK are of rank 1. Hence 
NA<-Nk = NK = NA = A, 
which cannot be true. Note that even though K - A is a core matrix, 
I 
0 0 0 0 
A(K-A)= _; 2 
-2 0 0 
2 2 0 0 I 0 0 
0 0 00 
i i i i 
-2 -2 -2 0 
are both nonnull. In fact, routine computations show 
and 
Before turning to the outer inverses, let us observe that even though the 
C - N order is not F-based, we can create an approximate partial order and 
recapture some of the flavor of cc” as follows. 
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LEMMA 3. Let the map S be dijned as follows: 
{An} $ A E Core, 
9(A) = {A-} if Aisnilpotent, 
0 otherwise, 
and <z B be defined as in (1.1). Then <F is a partial order. 
Proof. The reflexivity is clear. For the antisymmetry we note that if 
A E Core, A # 0, and B E Nil, then A cannot be dominated by B in the 
s-order. Indeed, if A < B B, then A <# B implies that Ak <# Bk for all 
k = 1,2,. . . . Thus A’ = 0 for some I, forcing A to vanish. Hence testing 
antisymmetry reduces to C < 3 D <z C with C and D both in Core or both 
nilpotent. Since <# and <- are partial orders, C = D. 
Similarly the transitivity test reduces to C <s D and D <F E, either 
when C, D, and E all three are in Core or when C and D are nilpotent and 
E is an square matrix dominating D in the minus order. Again, since <- 
and < 1y are partial orders, we get C c9 E. The only other possibility to be 
accounted for is when C is nilpotent and D and E are core. Here transitivity 
follows from the fact that the sharp order is finer than the minus order, that 
is, 
D<#E * D <- E. 
n 
Lemma 3 partially answers a query raised in [16], whether there exists a 
partial order on a set larger than Core which coincides with the sharp order 
on Core. 
3. PARTIAL ORDERS VIA OUTER INVERSE 
Let B : A * @(A) be a map from TX n into 9c.9”’ “I) such that for 
each A, B(A) is a subset of A{2}, the set of all e-inverses (outer inverses) of 
A. We define the relation <” on Yxn by 
A <“B iff A = BB’B forsome B=in a(B). (3.1) 
A g-based partial order was defined in Section 1. We can now introduce 
the notion of an @-based partial order in an analogous manner. 
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If B(B) = B(2), this reduces to the minus order [7, 171. In fact, following 
[S] we have: 
LEMMA 4. Let 
A=BB=B with B= E B{2}. (8.2) 
Then 
(i) A <- B, 
(ii) B= E A{l, 2), 
(iii) BE BA’ BB= E B(2) for all A= E A(2), 
(iv) B= = B “AB A for some B A E B{l, 2}, 
(v) B= BA=BB= <u B=. 
Proof. (i): If A = BB = B with B’E B(2), then B’A = B-B and 
AB’= BB=. Thus AB=A = BB’A = BB=B = A. In other words, B-E 
A{l}, i.e. A <- B. 
(ii): From (i), ABE A = BB’A = BB’B = A and B=AB= = B= BBS = 
B=. 
(iii): (B= BA= BB=)B(B= BA’ BB=) = BE BA’ AA’ BB’ = B= BA’ 
BB= . 
(iv): From (ii) we know that B= is a reflexive g-inverse of A, and hence 
by Lemma 1.5 of [14], we have BE = B-AB- for some inner inverse B- of 
B. If we now set B-BB- = B “, then B “AB ‘= B= . 
(v): (BA= B)B= (BA= B) = BA’ AA= B = BA’ B and hence B= (BA’ 
B)B= = B= (BE)= BE . In other words, BE BA= BB= <” B= . n 
We next observe that <” is reflexive iff 8(B) contains a reflexive 
g-inverse B= , and that <” is antisymmetric, since <- is. For transitivity 
we need more. 
LEMMA 5. The relation <” is transitive if 
C= CB= CC= E B(C) (3.3) 
for all C= in B(C), B = CC= C, and all B= E B(B). 
Proof. Let A = BB=B and B = CC-C with B==@(B) and C=E 
H(C). Then A = CXC, where X = C= CB= CC= E H(C). n 
It should be noted by Lemma 4 (iii) that X is in fact a e-inverse of C, 
which is the reason why <” is a partial order. 
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REMARK 1. 
(i) The above shows that if A <- B, then for any 2-inverse B= for 
which BB’ B = A, we may conclude that the matrix B= +B-(B - A)B- is 
always a reflexive g-inverse of B. 
(ii) If A <- B, then A can be written as A = BB “AB “B for any 
reflexive g-inverse B “, which is a sort of converse of Lemma 4(iv). 
Let us now turn to some of the special choices of 8. 
Table 2 lists some well known classes of g-inverses (inner inverses). We 
note that classes 3-6 require a real or a complex field. The rest could be 
defined on any field. The last four are valid for square matrices in Core. 
Table 3 provides a similar classification for the outer inverses. Some of 
these classes have been found useful in application. See for example Ben-Israel 
and Greville [3, Chapter 1, Section lo] and Getson and Hsuan [6]. 
Eagambaram [5] presents an unified computational framework requiring 
generalized inversion of a bordered matrix of the type 
Suitable restrictions are then placed on the choice of the matrices E and F 
so as to lead to outer inverses in the different subclasses. 
REMARK 2. B”, 6), Bc2, 7), and Bc2, ‘, ‘) ( Bc2, 5)> always exist and belong to 
Core unless B is nilpotent. The same conditions hold for the matrices 
BBc2z5)B etc. 
TABLE 2 
CLASSES OF INNER INVERSE 
23 A) F-based partial order References 
1 {A-) = A(1) <- [2,9, 171 
2 (A;) = AtI, 2) <- 
3 (A;) = A& 3) <; [151 
4 (A,} = Ail, 4) <iI [151 
5 (A,) = A& 3,4) <* [41 
6 (A+) = A(1,2,3,4) <* 
7 (A,) = Afl, 6) <x D51 
8 (A,) = Ail, 71 <- [151 
9 (A,} = (A#) = A(1,6,7) $ 1131 
10 (A,,} = AtI, 51 
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TABLE 3 
CLASSES OF OUTER INVERSES 
6’(B) General solution Side Conditions” 
1 B(2) T(UBT);U[lO] 
2 B{1,2} B; 
3 B{2,3] T( BT), 
4 B{2,4] (UB),,U 
5 B{2,3,4] B*T*B(B*T*B*BB*Z'*B*);B*T*B* (a) 
6 B&2,3,4] B+ 
7 B{2,6] BT(B'T); (b) 
8 B&7] (UB?;UB 
9 B{2,6,7] BT(UB3T);UB (b), ii, Cd) 
10 B(2,5} BZ'(UB3T);UB (b), Cc>, (4 
"(a) B*T*B*(B - BTB)= 0, (B - BTB)B*T*B* ~0; (b) d(BT) C 
.l(B'T); (c) .M(B'U') cM(B”U’); (d)rank(BT) = rank(UB) = rank(UBT). 
T, U, and the g-inverse involved are arbitrary except for conditions wherever 
indicated. 
For a subset 9 of the first seven integers always containing 2, 3 is 
defined as follows: P= 9 if 9 contains 1; otherwise, 9 is obtained by 
replacing 2 with 1 in 9. 
THEOREM 1. The classes of outer inverses in Table 3 obey the condition 
(3.3) of Lemma 5. Further, ij B(B) = B(P) then 
where .%‘(A) = A{F}. 
Proof. We shall demonstrate this for the three classes B{2,3}, B{2,5), 
and B{2,6}. Other cases are similarly established. 
B{2,3}: Note that A <” B * A = BB= B for some B= E B{2,3}. This 
case follows from the string of equalities 
BJ.j= JjA= BB= ZE AA= BB= = ( A=)*A*( B=)*B* 
= ( A=)*B*( B=)*B*( B=)*B* 
zz (A=)*B*( B=)*B* = ( A=)*A* = AA= . 
The second equality follows from the definition of A{2,3} and B{2,3). Since 
AA’ is hermitian, so is B( B= BA= BBC). On account of Lemma 4(iii) we 
conclude B= BA” BBC E B{2,3) 
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B(2,6): Note that A <” B * A = BB= B for some B= f B{2,6}. If 
A= E A(2,6}, we have therefore M( A=) =A( AA=) C&A), J(B=) = 
_l( BB=) =.l( A), and 
.l(B=BA=BB=) =.N(B=BA=) =/&(A=), 
since B= B is a projector onto M(B=) =-M(A) and .M( A=) Cd(A). Next 
we have 
d( BB=BA=BB=) =&( AA= BB=) =M( AA=) =M( A=) 
=.l(B=BA=BB=). 
Using Lemma 4(m), we show that 
B=BA==BB=E B{2,6}. 
B{2,5}: Here A = BB’ B for some B= E B{2,5}. Hence if A= E A{2,5}, 
then 
Since B= BA= BB= commutes with B, and B= BA’ BB’ E B(2) on account 
of Lemma 4(iii), we observe that B= BA= BB= E B{2,5). Each class of outer 
inverses listed in Table 3 includes a reflexive g-inverse of B, and each 
satisfies (3.3). Hence each class induces an @-based partial order. 
If X E B(2) and A = BXB, then X E A{1,2}. Also BX = AX, XB = XA. 
This shows that every other condition numbered 3 to 7 that is satisfied by X 
with respect to B is also true with respect to A, thus proving the last part of 
Theorem 1. W 
We have seen that the partial orders defined in (2.1) and (2.2) are not 
g-based. The following lemma however shows that both can be presented as 
@based partial orders. Refer to the notion of a finer partial order as 
introduced in the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 6. Let the partial order < be finer than the minus order <- . 
Then < is an @-based partial order. 
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Proof. For a matrix B, let ~8~ denote the class of matrices dominated 
by B in the < order, that is, let 
BE = {c:c <B}. 
Put B(B) = B+.&SsB+= {B+CB+ : C < B]. That b(B) c B(2) is seen from 
the following string of equalities: B+CB+BB+CB+ = B+CB+CB+ = 
B+CB+; the last equality follows from the hypothesis of Lemma 6 and 
Lemma 1. It is trivially seen that 
A<“B * A<B. 
n 
REMARK 3. In the above proof, the Moore-Penrose inverse B+ does not 
have any special role to play. It merely provides a convenient way of choosing 
and fixing a g-inverse B- for each B. 
REMARK 4. In view of the definition of the minus order [7] or in general 
of a S-based partial order [16], one may inquire if the relation A < B which 
holds when 
BA= = AA= A’B =A=A (3.4) 
for some A= E A(2) is a partial order. However, (3.4) is actually symmetric in 
A and B in the sense that if matrices A and B satisfy (3.4), then A= E B(2) 
as well. Thus (3.4) does not define a partial order. 
REMARK 5. We have seen in Lemma 1 that 
A <- B = B(1) cA{l}. (3.5) 
It seems natural to ask whether a partial order could be defined through the 
set inclusion 
A(21 c B(2). (3.6) 
This relation is clearly reflexive and transitive. Antisymmetry can be argued as 
follows: 
If B is a multiple of A and A # B, then A{21 n B(2) = {O], which is a 
proper subset of at least one of A(2) and B{2), and in fact of both if both 
matrices are nonnull. If A and B are linearly independent, there exists a row 
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vector x ’ such that at least one of the following is true: Either (1) x ‘B = 6x ’ A 
(6 # 1) or (2) x ’ A and x ‘B are linearly independent. In either case choose a 
column vector y such that x’Ay = 1, x’By = 6. Observe that yr’ E A(2) 
but e B(2) while yx’/S E B{2} but P A(2). This shows A(2) = B(2) =j 
A = B. In other words, a matrix is uniquely determined by its class of outer 
inverses, thus establishing antisymmetry. For a similar result on the inner 
inverses see Theorem 2.4.2 in [lS]. In fact the proof leads to a conclusion 
stronger than what is actually claimed; namely, if A and B are nonnull, then 
A{21 c @2) * A = B. This shows the partial order defined by (3.6) is 
uninteresting. In this order the null matrix is always dominated by a nonnull 
matrix. Unequal nonnull matrices are not comparable. 
4. SYSTEMS OF MATRIX EQUATIONS DEFINING PARTIAL 
ORDERS 
It is interesting to note that the partial orders we have studied earlier 
could also be defined through systems of matrix equations. For example, the 
minus order could be defined as follows. We write A <- B if the equations 
AXB=A (or alternatively BXA = A) (4.1) 
and 
BXB = A (4.2) 
are jointly consistent. An equivalent definition appeals to the consistency of 
the matrix equation 
(4.3) 
The following definition approaches the partial order through outer 
inverses. We write A <= B if the equations 
XBX = X, (4.4 
BXB = A (4-v 
are jointly consistent. Noticing that Equations (4.2) and (4.5) are identical, it 
is tempting to inquire if there are choices of the first equation different from 
either (4.1) or (4.4) that would also lead to matrix partial orders. Using the 
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general solution to the matrix equation 
BXBXB = BXB (4.6) 
derived in [lo], it is seen that either (4.4) or (4.6) together with (4.5) leads to 
the same partial order. The F-based and @-based partial orders merely 
restrain the type of solutions X that could be considered in Equations (4.1’), 
(4.2) and (4.4), (4.5) respectively. Can the Equation (4.1) be replaced by a 
simpler equation 
AXA = A? (4.1) 
Let the relation <? be defined as follows. We write A <‘B if the 
equations (4.1’) and (4.2) are jointly consistent. The relation <? is trivially 
reflexive but neither antisymmetric nor transitive. Consider the case 
Since BA-lB = A and AB-‘A = B, it is seen that both A <?B and B <?A 
hold. Similarly consider the case 
Clearly A <? B and B <? C. However, A 4? C. Note that since C = I, we 
have CA-C = A * A-= A =. A3 = A. However, here A2 = A3 = 0. 
Even though <? fails to be a partial order, we have the following 
interesting result. 
THEOREM 2. 
(a) Zf BA-B = A, then D = AR-A is a unique matrix invariant under 
choice of B-. Further, 
DC-B. (4.7) 
(b) Zf in addition A- E A{Y}, then 
D -? B, (4.8) 
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where 
q D) = D{.Y} . (4.9) 
Proof. (a): The uniqueness of D = AB-A follows from the equation 
BA-B = A, 
which also implies BB -A = AB -B = A, and furthermore for any B - 
A = AA-A = AB-BA-BB-A = AB-AB-A =c. AB-AB-AB-A = AB-, 
so that B{ 1) c D{l) * D <- B on account of Lemma 1. 
(b): Note that the set 
r = { B-AB-IB-E ~{l}} (4.10) 
is contained in the set (A-1 BA-B = A). For any (B-1, in B{l} let 
be in l? and 
(A-h = (B-)oA(B-)o (4.11) 
(A-)0 E A(p). (4.12) 
We first prove the (b) part of Theorem 2 for such a choice of A-. 
We shall therefore show that (A-), B( A-), E D{9’} and 
Indeed, 
(B - D)( A-),B( A-)0 = 0, 
( A-),B( A-),( B - D) = 0. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
D( A-)oB( A-W 
= AB-A( A-),B( A-),AB-A 
= AB-AB-B( A-),B( A-),AB-A = AB-AB-A( A-),AB-A 
= AB-AB-AB-A = AB-A = D. 
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Further, 
D( A-),B( A-), = AB-A( A-),$( A-),, 
= A( B-),A( B-),A( B-),B( A-), 
= A( B-),A( B-),A( A-)a = A( A-), 
= B( A-),B( A-),, (A-),B( A-),D 
= (A-),B( B-)o~(~-),~~-~ 
= (A-),A( B-),A(B-),A 
= (A-h+ = (A-),$( A-),& 
thus implying both (4.13) and (4.14). Also, it is seen that with reference to the 
extended Ben-Israel-Greville notation, whichever of conditions (l)-(7) is 
satisfied by (A-), in respect of A, the same is also satisfied by (A-), B( A-), 
in respect of D; that is, if (A-), E A(9) then ( A-),B( A-), E DW’}. We 
shall consider the case 9 = { 1,6) as an illustration. We have seen that if 
(A-), E A{l} then CD-), = ( A-),B( A-),, E OIlI. Further, D( D-j, = 
A(A-),, (D-),D = (A-)& If (A-), E A&61, then d(K),1 c 
A?[ A( A-),]. This implies that .H[( D-j,] cJ[( A-),] c.H[ A( A-),] = 
.l[ D( D-l,,], whence 
(D-)0 E D(M}. 
To complete the proof we shall now relax the restriction we had imposed 
earlier on the choice of A-. Thus let A- be an arbitrary g-inverse of A such 
that BA-B = A and A-AA= (A-),. Then B( A-),B = BA-AA-B = 
BA-BA-BA-B = AA-A = A. Since (A-), has the same rank as A, it 
follows from Note 1 succeeding Lemma 2.2 in [ll] that B( A-),B = A =a 
(A-), = (BP), A( B-), for some (B-), E B{l}, i = 1,2. Further, (A-), = 
(B-),A(B-I,, where (B-1, = (B-),B(B-),, 
A( A-),, = AA-, ( A-),A = A-A. 
Thus if A-E A{Y), so does (A-),. The (b) part of Theorem 2 was proved 
for such a choice of A-. n 
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COROLLARY 1. ZfBA+B = A, then 
AB-A <*B. 
The converse of Theorem 2(a) is also true in the following sense. For a 
pair of matrices A and B of the same order, let D denote the matrix AB-A. 
one can in fact establish the following equivalence: 
THEOREM 3. 
A<?B e 
(b) 
cc> 
Proof. That A 8 B * (a), (c) is covered by Theorem 2; (b) is a simple 
D is unique and invariant under choice 
oj’B-E B{l}, 
rank D = rank A, 
DC-B. 
consequence of the definition of D, as 
D = AB-A, 
and the identity A = DB -A was established in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Conversely, (b) - _M( D) =_M( A) * DK = A for some matrix K. Verify 
that (c) ==. AB-AB-AB-A=AB-A * AB-AB-A=AB-AB-AB-AK 
= AB-AK = A j B-AB-E A(1). Clearly(c) * d(D) CM(B), d(D’) 
c&B’) ==a _&(A) c_&(B), &A’) c/&B’) =a B(B-AB-)B = A * 
A <?B. 
In fact we have not used (a) at all in proving the C= part. It suffices that 
(b) and (c) hold for some B- E B{ 1) appearing in the definition of D. n 
REMARK 6. Let us write A N B if A <? B and B <? A both hold 
simultaneously. The relation N is clearly reflexive and symmetric. However, 
it is not transitive, as the following example due to R. B. Bapat shows. 
Consider 
A= (i i i), B= [H i i), and C= (e 8 i). 
Check that A - B and B N C. However, A * C. Hence N is not an 
equivalence relation. 
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